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Welcome to Edinburgh
In case of an emergency

• Police, Fire, Ambulance:
  call 999

• Emergency on University premises (first aid):
  call 0131 650 2257

• Conference helpline (non-emergency)
  call 07428 759 678

• These numbers are also on your programme
Fire Alarm

• The fire alarm is a continuous electronic sounder

• If you hear it, leave the building immediately using nearest available fire exit

• Do not use the lifts

• Do not re-enter building until authorised
Personal safety

- Please wear your badge in Appleton Tower & for the dinner at the museum
- Do not leave your belongings unattended during the conference (risk of thefts)
- Helpers are wearing navy EuroLLVM t-shirts
- Outside the conference: Edinburgh’s city centre is generally safe 24/7
EuroLLVM 2014

• 4th European LLVM Developers’ Meeting after London (2011-12) and Paris (2013)

• 211 registered participants - new record!

• Broad range of backgrounds & nationalities
Thank you to our sponsors

- This event is made possible by generous support from:
  - ARM
  - Qualcomm Innovation Center
  - Codeplay
  - HSA Foundation
  - Google
  - Parrot
  - SICSA

- Registration fee of only £50 with further financial support for students available
Conference Raffle

• Takes place during the closing session tomorrow 16:20

• For a chance to win one of 7 Parrot products, you need to
  ‣ Complete the survey tinyurl.com/eurollvm
  ‣ Be at the closing session
Thank you to our helpers

• **Program committee:**
  Chandler Carruth (Google), Björn Franke (U. Edinburgh), Renato Golin (Linaro), Tobias Grosser (ENS), David Kipping (QuIC), Colin Riley (Codeplay), Nadav Rotem (Apple), Lee Smith (ARM), Chair: Tobias Edler von Koch (U. Edinburgh)

• **Organisation committee:**
  Chair: Philippe Robin (ARM), Arnaud de Grandmaison (Parrot), Björn Franke (U. Edinburgh), Duncan Sands (DeepBlueCapital), Kristof Beyls (ARM), Lee Smith (ARM), Renato Golin (Linaro), Sylvestre Ledru (Mozilla), Tobias Grosser (ENS), Tobias Edler von Koch (U. Edinburgh)

• **Local organisation:**
  Björn Franke, Stephen Kyle, Chris Margiolas, Alberto Magni, Tobias Edler von Koch, Heather Low (Finance), Steph Smith (Admin), and volunteers from Edinburgh & Herriot-Watt Universities
Dinner Social tonight

- National Museum of Scotland, Chambers Street
- Reception starts at **7pm**
- Wine at table & tea/coffee included in your ticket. After dinner: **cash-only bar** and live folk music
- You have a dinner ticket only if your badge is marked “D”
- Some spare tickets available from registration desk
National Museum of Scotland, Chambers Street

See programme sheet for map & directions
Things to do in Edinburgh

• Edinburgh Castle (£16, 9:30am-6pm)
• Holyrood Palace (£11, same)
• Free 2.5h walking tour of Edinburgh from outside Starbucks, Hunter Square/Royal Mile at 11am and 2pm
• National Gallery in Princes Street / National Museum of Scotland, Chambers Street. **Both are free!**
• Climb Arthur’s Seat or just walk in Holyrood Park
• Walk around Princes Street Gardens & the Georgian New Town (George Street and north)
While you’re here
(more Health & Safety)

• It’s pronounced like Ed-in-bruh /ˈɛdɪnbrə/  
  definitely not Edin-burg or Edin-borough

• It’s just called whisky, not “Scotch”.

• You’re not in England.  
  You are in the UK… for now.

• Haggis actually tastes nice.  
  Try it.
Enjoy the conference!